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Abstract: X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer has been used widely to conduct phase
contrast imaging with a conventional low-brilliance x-ray source. Typically, in this
technique, background correction has to be performed in order to obtain the pure
signal of the sample under inspection. In this study, we reported on a research on the
background correction strategies within this technique, especially we introduced a
new phase unwrapping solution for one conventional background correction method,
the key point of this solution is changing the initial phase of each pixel by a novel
cyclic shift operation on the raw images collected in phase stepping scan.
Experimental result and numerical analysis showed that the new phase unwrapping
algorithm could successfully subtract contribution of the system’s background without
error. Moreover, a potential advantage of this phase unwrapping strategy is that its
effective phase measuring range could be tuned flexibly in some degree for example
to be (-π+3, π+3], thus it would find usage in certain case because the effective
measuring range of the currently widely used background correction method is fixed
to be (-π, π].
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1. Introduction
X-ray phase-contrast imaging, which uses phase shift as the imaging signal, can
provide remarkably improved contrast over conventional absorption-based imaging
for weakly absorbing samples, such as biological soft tissues and fibre composites. [1-3]
In the last 50 years, several x-ray phase-contrast imaging methods have been put
forward, [4-13] however none of them has so far found wide applications in medical or
industrial areas, where typically the use of a laboratory x-ray source is highly required.
The demonstration of a Talbot-Lau interferometer in the hard x-ray region with a
conventional low-brilliance x-ray source can be considered as a breakthrough in x-ray
phase-contrast imaging, [14-16] because it showed that phase-contrast x-ray imaging can
be successfully conducted with a low-brilliance x-ray tube, thus overcoming the
problems that impaired a wider use of phase-contrast in x-ray radiography and
tomography, and many potential applications of this technique in biomedical imaging
have been studied. [17-21]
During x-ray phase contrast imaging with Talbot-Lau interferometer, typically a
background correction process has to be performed, in the hope of obtaining the pure
phase signal of the sample. [13, 22] Therefore in the experiment, usually one phase
stepping scan is carried out with sample, while another scan needs to be performed
without sample in the beam path, and then in the data post processing, based on these
two sets of raw data, two background correction methods written respectively as
formulae (1.1) and (1.2) are usually used to retrieve the refraction image of the
sample.
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where zT is the distance between gratings G1 and G2 (when the sample is placed
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between gratings G0 and G1), d stands for the period of the grating G2.  1 x, yskI 
and  1 x, ybkI  represent the gray values of the pixel  x, y at the ( 1)thk  step of the
phase stepping scan with and without sample, respectively. M is the number of steps
during the scan in one period of grating G2.
In the following, we name formula (1.1) as method arg(S/B) and formula (1.2) as
method arg(S)-arg(B). These two methods look equivalent in mathematics, however
there are some differences between them when performing background correction in
phase contrast imaging with an x-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer. The effective phase
measuring range of method arg(S)-arg(B) is (-2π, 2π], but phase wrapping
phenomenon sometimes takes place even when the phase shift introduced by the
sample is very small, this is the reason why method arg(S/B) gets used more widely in
the community than method arg(S)-arg(B). However the effective phase measuring
range of method arg(S/B) is fixed to be (-π, π], the expected phase would be wrapped
if it exceeds this range, and complicated phase unwrapping algorithm has to be carried
out in order to get the real phase value. [23-27] Combining advantages of these two
methods in some degree and meanwhile avoiding weaknesses of them would thus be
interesting and meaningful.
The following sections will be arranged like this, firstly we will display layout of
the x-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer and acquisition of the raw data, and then
comparison is made between methods arg(S)-arg(B) and arg(S/B) when dealing with a
set of data. After that we analyze the origin of phase wrapping in method
arg(S)-arg(B), and provide a conventional phase unwrapping solution. Then the theory
of circle shift operation on the raw images is demonstrated, based on which we will
introduce the new phase unwrapping strategy, performance of the new phase
wrapping solution together with the conventional one would then be evaluated in
comparison with methods arg(S)-arg(B) and arg(S/B). Finally, potential advantage of
the new phase unwrapping solution would be discussed and two identical but more
convenient implementation means of the new solution in PC will be provided.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1 Experimental setup
The x-ray phase-contrast imaging was carried out with a Talbot-Lau
interferometer located at the Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for Advanced
Materials, Tohoku University, Japan. Fig. 1 is the schematic of this x-ray
interferometer, it is mainly made up of an x-ray tube, three micro-structured gratings,
and an x-ray detector, which are assembled on multi-dimensional motorized stages.
The x-ray is generated from a tungsten rotating anode x-ray source. The source
grating G0 (period 22.7 μm, Au height 70 μm) is positioned about 8 cm from the
emission point inside the x-ray source, the beam splitter grating G1 (period 4.36 μm,
Au height 2.43 μm) which induced a phase shift of / 2 approximately at 27 keV,
situates 106.9 cm from G0 behind the gantry axis, and the sample is mounted closely
before G1. The analyzer grating G2 (period 5.4 μm, Au height 65 μm) is positioned at
~10 mm before the detector while the distance between G1 and G2 is 25.6 cm,
corresponding to the first order integer Talbot distance of grating G1. The x-ray
detector is a combination of a scintillator and a CCD camera connected via a fiber
coupling charge coupled device, its pixel size is 18×18 um2 and the effective receiving
area is 6.84×6.84 cm2.
Figure 1. (Color online). Schematic of x-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer. 1. X-ray source, 2. Source
grating (G0), 3. Sample, 4. Beam splitter grating (G1), 5. Analyzer grating (G2), 6. X-ray detector.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the differential phase-contrast image information process
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essentially relies on the fact that the sample placed in the x-ray beam path causes
slight refraction of the beam transmitted through the object, and the idea of
differential phase-contrast imaging depends on locally detecting the angular
deviation  . Typically, the refraction angle can be measured by combining the moire
fringe and phase-stepping technique. [28, 29] Much detailed theoretical basis of x-ray
phase-contrast imaging using grating interferometer can be referred at here. [12-14, 30]
2.2 Image acquisition
The sample we used is a POM cylinder (its diameter is 10 mm and the length is
about 90 mm), a PMMA cylinder (its diameter is 5 mm and its length is about 100
mm) and a POM cylinder (its diameter is 5 mm and length is about 80 mm). During
the experiment, the x-ray generator was operated with a tube current of 45 mA and a
tube accelerating voltage of 40 KV. After finely aligning the three gratings and the
sample stage, 5 steps in one period of grating G2 were adopted for the phase stepping
scan, and for each step, 20 s was taken to capture a raw image, then a same phase
stepping scan was performed after removing the sample. Each position of grating G2
in the scan without sample was kept the same as the corresponding one in the scan
with sample in the beam path by using stage of high positioning precision.
3. Retrieval of the refraction signal in data post processing
3.1 Background correction using methods arg(S/B) and arg(S)-arg(B)
Figure 2. Raw images of the two scans. S①, S② , S③ , S④ , S⑤ are the data with sample and
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B①, B② , B③ , B④ , B⑤ stand for that without sample in the beam path. In the images with
sample, top to bottom - POM cylinder ( =10mm), PMMA cylinder ( =5mm) and POM
cylinder ( =5mm). All the images are windowed for optimized appearance with a linear gray
scale.
Fig. 2 demonstrates raw images of the two phase stepping scans. Figs .2(S① ),
2(S②), 2(S③), 2(S④) and 2(S⑤) are the 5 raw images with sample, while Figs .2(B
①), (B②), 2(B③), 2(B④) and 2(B⑤) stand for those without sample (background)
in the beam path. Here we like to point out that the light intensity is not uniform in the
field of view of all the 5 background images because of the unideal moire fringes, as a
matter of fact, it is always almost impossible to obtain a flat background with an x-ray
Talbot-Lau interferometer because imperfections exist in the x-ray gratings and the
alignment of gratings is not ideal.
Figure 3. X-ray refraction images of the sample. The data was computed with: (a) method
arg(S)-arg(B), and (b) method arg(S/B). (c) and (d) are the enlarged view of the red rectangular
chosen in (a) and (b), respectively. All the images are windowed for optimized appearance with a
linear gray scale.
We used methods arg(S)-arg(B) and arg(S/B) separately to compute the pure
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refraction image of the sample. Fig. 3(a) depicts the refraction signal yielded by
method arg(S)-arg(B), while Fig. 3(b) shows that by method arg(S/B). Figs. 3(c) and
3(d) represent the enlarged view of the red rectangular extracted from the same
position as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.
It was observed very clear that great differences exist between the two refraction
images, for example, in Fig. 3(c) the gray values of the pixels P1 and S1 are obviously
different from those of the corresponding pixels (P2 and S2) in Fig. 3(d). Here,
according to our aforehand knowledge about the feature of the sample, judgment can
be made that a correct refraction image was obtained by method arg(S/B) and on the
contrary, the refraction angles in many parts of the image retrieved by method
arg(S)-arg(B) are wrong.
3.2 The origin of error in the refraction image retrieved by method arg(S)-arg(B)
In the hope of figuring out the origin of error in the refraction image yielded by
method arg(S)-arg(B), we traced the computational process of the refraction angle at
pixel P1 as shown in Fig. 3(c) and at the corresponding pixel P2 in Fig. 3(d), which
are written respectively as follows:
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Similarly, we show the source of data at pixel S1 in Fig. 3(c) and at the
corresponding pixel S2 in Fig. 3(d) respectively as follows:
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The comparisons between formulae (1.3) and (1.4), between formulae (1.5) and
(1.6) well confirm the differences between the refraction images retrieved by methods
arg(S)-arg(B) and arg(S/B). The values of pixels P1 and S1 in Fig. 3(c)
are 6.137272 zT
d
  and ( 6.20277)2 zT
d
   , remember that the function range of
arg(S)-arg(B) is (-2π, 2π], this is the reason why as shown in gray value image Fig.
3(c), pixel P1 features ultra-white and pixel S1 displays ultra-black. And according to
our aforementioned judgment, the refraction angle at pixels P1 and S1 computed by
formulae (1.3) and (1.5) are wrong.
A vivid explanation on the origin of error in the refraction image computed by
method arg(S)-arg(B) can be shown in Fig. 4, the blue sinusoid curve in Fig. 4(a)
stands for the shift curve of one certain pixel in the detector without sample, and the
black one represents that with sample in the beam path, the lateral shift of the curve is
caused by the deflection of the beam when passing through the sample, which is the
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fundamental principle of refraction signal retrieval in x-ray phase contrast imaging
with Talbot-Lau interferometer. Here the absorption and scattering effects of the
sample were ignored when generating the curve. The blue saw tooth curve in Fig. 4(b)
is the phase of the pixel, possessing a one-to-one relationship with the blue sinusoid
curve in Fig. 4(a) in this way, for one pixel, for example the 1st step of the phase
stepping scan without sample is located at point A in the shift curve, and the 2nd, 3rd,
4th, 5th steps are successively equally spaced by d/5 to the right of point A in the curve
(d is period of the analyzing grating), then the retrieved phase of this pixel would be
the ordinate value of point B in the saw tooth curve as shown in Fig 4(b) by formula
written as:
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Figure 4. (Color online). The source of error in the refraction image yielded by method
arg(S)-arg(B).
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where 1kI  represents gray value of this pixel at the ( 1)thk  step of the phase
stepping scan. Here we assume the phase of this pixel without sample (arg(B)) is
π-0.1π, and after moving the sample inside the beam path, we make the hypothesis
that the shift curve of this pixel is lateral shifted less than a period to be as shown the
black sinusoid curve in Fig. 4(a).
Because each position of grating G2 in the scan with sample was kept the same as
the corresponding one in the scan without sample in the beam path, the 1st step of the
pixel with sample would be located at point C in the black shift curve, obviously the
phase of point C in the black curve equals to that of point D in the blue shift curve.
And based on the aforementioned one-to-one relationship, the phase of this pixel with
sample is the ordinate value of point E as shown in Fig. 4(b), here the phase (arg(S))
is assumed to be –π+0.3π. Then the pure phase of the sample at this pixel computed
by method arg(S)-arg(B) would be:
arg(S) arg(B)=(- +0.3 ) ( 0.1 ) -2 +0.4         . (1.8)
Clearly, this measured phase is wrong because of the discontinuous nature of the
saw tooth curve as shown in Fig 4(b) (see the jumping edge between points B and E).
This type of error can also be named as phase wrapping effect because the real
phase is:
= +2   , (1.9)
where  is the measured phase, error in pixel S1 can be classified into this case,
while for pixel P1, the equation is:
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= 2   . (1.10)
3.3 Typical phase unwrapping algorithm for method arg(S)-arg(B)
To fix the error in method arg(S)-arg(B), a typical phase unwrapping solution
based on the above discussion can be written as:
 (x, y) [arg(S) arg(B)] modulo 22 zT
d    . (1.11)
The[arg(S) arg(B)] modulo 2 operation can be rewritten in the form:
[arg(S) arg(B)] modulo 2 =arg(S) arg(B) 2k    . (1.12)
where k  and forces:
arg(S) arg(B) 2k       . (1.13)
Using this phase unwrapping algorithm, correct refraction signals in pixels P1 and
S1 can be obtained as:
 *P1 P 26.13727 modulo 2 ( 0.145915)2 z 2 zT T
d d          , (1.14)
 *1 26.20277 modulo 2 0.08041532 z 2 zS ST T
d d          . (1.15)
The refraction image of the above experimental data yielded by this phase
unwrapping algorithm together with the numerical comparison would be provided
later in section 4.3.
4 A new phase unwrapping solution for method arg(S)-arg(B)
4.1 Strategy of cyclic shift operation on the raw images
Our new phase unwrapping solution is based on a novel cyclic shift operation on
the raw images, as shown in Fig. 5, the blue sinusoid curve in Fig. 5(a) and the blue
saw tooth curve in Fig. 5(b) share the same one-to-one relationship as that in Fig. 4.
Now we suppose for one pixel the phase stepping scan was performed without sample
in the beam path when the analyzing grating situates successively at positions ①②③
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④⑤ in the shift curve, these 5 positions are equally space by d/5 (d is the period of
the analyzing grating). Then if we input the image sequence of ①②③④⑤ into
formula (1.7), as described aforementioned, the retrieved phase of this pixel would be
indicated as shown in Fig. 5(b) the ordinate value of point T1. Now let us cyclically
shift the order of the images from ①②③④⑤ to ⑤①②③④ and calculate again
the phase using formula (1.7). Clearly the new phase is identical to that of the image
order of ⑤1①②③④ as shown in Fig. 5(a) (here position ⑤1 and ⑤ share the
same feature in the sinusoid curve), and the phase of the image sequence of ⑤1①②
③④ is the ordinate value of point T2. Similarly, the phases of the image sequences
of ④⑤①②③, ③④⑤①② and ②③④⑤① equal respectively to these of the
image sequences of ④ 1⑤ 1①②③ , ③ 1④ 1⑤ 1①② and ② 1③ 1④ 1⑤ 1① , the
corresponding phases are the ordinate values of points T3, T4 and T5 as demonstrated
in Fig. 5(b).
Figure 5. (Color online). Schematic of the theory of cyclic shift operation on the raw images.
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In the case demonstrated in Fig. 5(b), the pixel’s phase without sample in the
beam path of the five image sequences can be written as:
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Now after moving the sample inside the beam path, we assume the phase shift
introduced by the sample 2 zTd
  is so tiny, for example -0.001 radian, that the
contribution of the phase shift introduced by the sample would not pass over the
jumping edge at points T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5, then the phases of the pixel with
sample in five image orders can be expressed as:
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Than after background correction using method arg(S)-arg(B), we can get:
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arg arg
 
 
 
 
①②③④⑤ ①②③④⑤
⑤①②③④ ⑤①②③④
④⑤①②③ ④⑤①②③
③④⑤①② ③④⑤①②
②③④⑤① 2{background }= z .Td
 
②③④⑤①
(1.18)
Formula (1.18) shows that under the assumption that the phase shift introduced
by the sample is very tiny, if the image sequence of the raw data with sample is kept
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the same as that of the data without sample in the beam path, the retrieved phase of
the pixel by method arg(S)-arg(B) would be equal.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the computational process using method arg(S)-arg(B) in
five image sequences of the aforementioned experimental data, Figs. 6(A1), 6(B1)
and 6(C1) show successively the phase image with sample, the phase image without
sample and the pure phase image of the sample when the image order is ①②③④⑤.
Similarly, Figs. 6(A2), 6(B2), 6(C2), Figs. 6(A3), 6(B3), 6(C3), Figs. 6(A4), 6(B4),
6(C4) and Figs. 6(A5), 6(B5), 6(C5) represent respectively those when the image
sequence are ⑤①②③④, ④⑤①②③, ③④⑤①② and ②③④⑤①.
Figure 6. A1, B1and C1 show the computational process of arg(S)-arg(B) when the image
sequence is ①②③④⑤, A1: phase image with sample, B1: phase image without sample, C1:
pure phase image of the sample. A2/B2/C2, A3/B3/C3, A4/B4/C4, A5/B5/C5 show respectively
those when the image sequence are ⑤①②③④, ④⑤①②③, ③④⑤①② and ②③④⑤①.
All the images are windowed for optimized appearance with a linear gray scale.
Comparison among the 5 pure phase images of the sample as shown in Figs.
6(C1), 6(C2), 6(C3), 6(C4), 6(C5) shows that in contrast with the theoretical analysis
in formula (1.18), the retrieved phase images of the five image sequences are totally
different, meanwhile, it was observed that the areas where errors take place is always
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moving in the 5 phase images, the reason is that the phase shift introduced by the
sample in this experiment is not so tiny as we assumed in formula (1.17) that the
contribution of the sample’ phase shift would pass over the jumping edge, and
according to our aforementioned analysis, the error is always happening when the
initial phase is located near the jumping edge of the saw tooth curve as shown in Fig.
4(b), in another way we can say that error usually occurs at the place where the light
intensity in the first image of the data situates around the minimum value as
demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) (this was confirmed as we can see in Fig. 6(C1) the traces of
error coincide to some range the dark areas in Fig. 2(B①)). If we change the image
sequence of the raw data, the dark parts in the first image would move because the
moire fringe is shifting when the position of the analyzing grating is changed in phase
stepping scan, and therefore the areas where errors take place would be moving in the
5 phase images.
The phenomenon that the trace of error is always moving in the 5 phase images
implies that for each pixel, there would surely be at least one pure phase image
without introducing error. For example, see the upper right part of the phase image,
error appeared only in Figs. 6(C1) and 6(C2), while correct results were obtained in
Figs. 6(C3), 6(C4) and 6(C5). A judgment criteria on which phase image of the 5
image sequences possess the least possibility of yielding error for a certain pixel can
be made, see Fig. 5(b), the criteria can be achieved that error has the least possibility
of emerging in the image sequence whose initial phase at this pixel without sample is
located as far from the jumping edge as possible, it is identical to that the initial phase
situates as near the red dotted line as possible. This criteria works because for the
pixel, it would be the safest condition where the subsequent phase with the
contribution of the sample’ phase shift would not cross the jumping edge if we
beforehand do not know the direction of the phase shift introduced by the sample,
remember that the jumping edge is the ultimate source of error in method
arg(S)-arg(B).
4.2 Algorithm of the new phase unwrapping solution
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S1. Calculate the phase images with and without sample respectively by formula
(1.7) in 5 image sequences of the raw data as follows:
1 1
2 2
3 3
4
(x,y)=arg{background },  (x,y)=arg{sample };
(x,y)=arg{background },  (x,y)=arg{sample };
(x,y)=arg{background },  (x,y)=arg{sample };
(x,y)=arg{background
b s
b s
b s
b
 
 
 

①②③④⑤ ①②③④⑤
⑤①②③④ ⑤①②③④
④⑤①②③ ④⑤①②③
4
5 5
 },  (x,y)=arg{sample };
(x,y)=arg{background },  (x,y)=arg{sample }.
s
b s

 

③④⑤①② ③④⑤①②
②③④⑤① ②③④⑤①
(1.19)
S2. For pixel (1, 1), index the minimum absolute value in the 5 phase images
without sample as:
1 2 3 4 5k=Minimum index (1,1) , (1,1) , (1,1) , (1,1) , (1,1) 1 k 5b b b b b        　 　 . (1.20)
S3: Compute the refraction angle of pixel (1, 1) as:
(1,1) (1,1)- (1,1)2 z
s b
k k
T
d        . (1.21)
Step 4: For all the other pixels, repeat S2 and S3, and the refraction image (x, y)
is obtained.
4.3 Performance of the new phase unwrapping solution
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Figure 7. (Color online). Refraction images of the sample after background correction with (a):
method arg(S)-arg(B), (b) method arg(S/B), (c) phase unwrapping solution [arg(S)-arg(B)] modulo
2π, and (d) the new phase unwrapping algorithm. (e) are histograms of the four images, and (f)
represent the refraction angles of the cross sections chosen as shown in (b), (c) and (d) respectively.
All the images are windowed for optimized appearance with a linear gray scale.
The first case we took for evaluating the new phase unwrapping solution is the
aforementioned experimental data. Figs. 7(a), 7(b), 7(c) and 7(d) show respectively
the retrieved phase image of the sample by method arg(S)-arg(B), method arg(S/B),
phase unwrapping solution [arg(S)-arg(B)] modulo 2π and the new phase unwrapping
algorithm (we name it as [arg(S)-arg(B)] cyclic shift). In Fig. 7(e), the black curve, the
blue curve, the green dashed curve and the red dotted one depict respectively
histograms of the four images, and the range of refraction angle displayed is from
-1.1E-8 to 1.4E-8 radian. Fig. 7(f) is the refraction angles of the cross sections chosen
as shown the lines in Figs. 7 (b), (c) and (d) respectively, the blue curve stands for the
data yield by method arg(S/B), while the green dashed one and the red dotted one
shows those of the two phase unwrapping solutions. Here 10 pixels in the horizontal
direction were averaged to generate the profiles, in the hope of decreasing the noise.
Fig. 8 shows performance of the new phase wrapping solution when dealing with
another set of data, the sample is a chicken bone, and raw images were acquired in a
same manner as the previous one. Fig. 8(a) represents the refraction image obtained
by method arg(S)-arg(B), and Fig. 8(b) shows that by method arg(S/B), while Figs.
8(c) and 8(d) depict those using the two phase unwrapping solutions. Fig. 8(e) provide
histograms of the four images, we chose the refraction angle from -11.5E-7 to -5E-7
radian when generating the histogram, the black curve, the blue curve, the green
dashed curve and the red dotted one show respectively histograms of the four images.
Fig. 8(f) are the refraction angles of the cross sections chosen as shown in Figs. 8(b),
8(c) and 8(d) respectively, the blue curve stands for the profile of method arg(S/B),
while the green dashed curve and the red dotted one are those of the two phase
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unwrapping algorithms.
Figure 8. (Color online). Refraction images of the sample after background correction with:
methods (a) arg(S)-arg(B) and (b) arg(S/B); phase unwrapping solutions (c) [arg(S)-arg(B)]
modulo 2π and (d) [arg(S)-arg(B)] cyclic shift. (e) are histograms of the four images, and (f)
shows the refraction angles of the cross sections chosen as shown in (b), (c) and (d) respectively.
All the images are windowed for optimized appearance with a linear gray scale.
5 Discussion
From Figs. 7(c), 7(d), 8(c) and 8(d), it was observed very clear that using both
the two introduced phase unwrapping solutions, the phase wrapping phenomenon in
the refraction images by method arg(S)-arg(B) as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 8(a) has
been totally eliminated and also we can see that there is almost no visual difference
among the images yielded by the two phase unwrapping solutions and the images
computed by method arg(S/B). Numerical comparisons as shown in Figs. 7(e), 8(e)
the histograms and in Figs. 7(f), 8(f) the section profiles further confirm us that both
the two phase unwrapping strategies could successfully yield exactly the same
refraction signal as method arg(S/B), see the enlarged view in Figs. 7(e), 7(f), 8(e) and
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8(f).
It should be pointed out that the first phase unwrapping solution ([arg(S)-arg(B)]
modulo 2π) shares the same feature with method arg(S/B), the effective phase
measuring range of both is fixed to be (-π, π], and phase wrapping effect would not
take place if the desired phase situates within this range. On the contrary, there is
some differences between solution [arg(S)-arg(B)] cyclic shift and method arg(S/B),
in the aforementioned data post processing, we tuned the initial phase of every pixel
without sample to position T1 as shown in Fig. 5(b), and then this strategy could
measure without error the phase in the range of  0 0,       (we assume 0 is a
positive number for example 10
 ). If we move the initial phase of every pixel to point
T3, then the phase in the range of 0 0 9,5 5
        can be measured by this phase
unwrapping algorithm without error, remember that the effective phase measuring
range of method arg(S/B) is fixed to be (-π, π], therefore the nature that the effective
phase measuring range of the new phase unwrapping solution could be tuned in some
degree would embody its superiority over method arg(S/B) in certain cases.
For an easier implementation of the new phase unwrapping solution in computer,
the first step S1 in section 4.2 can be replaced as follows without the need of
cyclically shifting the sequence of the raw images.
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
1 1
0 0
5 5
1 1
6
1
2
(x,y)= ,  (x,y)= ;
(x,y)= ,  (x,y)= ;
(x,y)= ,  (x,y)=
arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [ exp( i 2 )]5 5
arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [ exp( i 2 )]5 5
arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [5
b s
b s
b s
b s
k k
k k
b s
k k
k k
b
k
k
k kI I
k kI I
kI
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


   
   
 
 
 

4 4
5 5
6
1
2
7 7
2 2
3 3
8 8
3 3
4 4
;
(x,y)= ,  (x,y)= ;
(x,y)= ,  (x,y)= .
exp( i 2 )]5
arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [ exp( i 2 )]5 5
arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [ exp( i 2 )]5 5
b s
b s
s
k
k
b s
k k
k k
b s
k k
k k
kI
k kI I
k kI I
 
 

 
 


 
 
 
 

 
   
   

 
 
(1.22)
This numerical computing is identical to formula (1.19) because:
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4 5
2 1
0 1
4
3 1
0
sequence= sequence=
sequence=
(x,y)= arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [ exp( i 2 )] ;5 5
(x,y)= arg [ exp( i 2 )]5
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
 

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②③④⑤① ①②③④⑤
=
(1.23)
Another algorithm sharing the same key point of the new phase unwrapping
solution can be written as follows, in the hope of reducing the memory consumed in
computer.
S1: For pixel (1, 1), index the maximum value of light intensity in the 5 raw
images without sample as:
b b b b b
1 2 3 4 5= Maximum index I (1,1), I (1,1), I (1,1), I (1,1), I (1,1) 1 5n n    　　　　 . (1.24)
S2: Compute the refraction angle of pixel (1, 1) as:
5 5
1 1
(1,1) 2 z arg [ exp( i 2 )] arg [ exp( i 2 )]5 5T
n n
s b
k n k n
k n k n
d k kI I   
 
 
   
      
      . (1.25)
S3: For all the other pixels, repeat S1 and S2, and the refraction image (x, y) is
obtained.
This algorithm is identical to the solution described in section 4.2, as shown in
Fig. 5(a), if the light intensity of the first step in the image sequence is the maximum,
the initial phase would then situates as far from the jumping edge as possible.
Advantage of this algorithm is that the phase was computed only once and the
memory consumed in computer would thus be greatly reduced, remember that in the
previous two algorithms, the phase has to be computed for 5 times and the personal
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computer has to allocate much more memory for the storage of the 10 phase images.
Finally, we want to point out that the new phase unwrapping solution can also get
used in other techniques, for example in x-ray phase contrast imaging with a crystal
x-ray interferometer, [4-6] and in phase measurement technique with visible light. [29]
6 Conclusion
In this study, we talked about two background correction methods in x-ray phase
contrast imaging with Talbot-Lau interferometer.
(i) Method arg(S)-arg(B). Its effective phase measuring range is (-2π, 2π], but phase
wrapping phenomenon usually happens when the pure phase introduced by the
sample is very small.
(ii) Method arg(S/B). The effective phase measuring range is (-π, π], and phase
wrapping effect wouldn’t exist if the desired phase situates inside this range.
Meanwhile, we introduced two phase unwrapping solutions to fix the errors in
background correction method arg(S)-arg(B).
(i) Algorithm [arg(S)-arg(B)] modulo 2π. This solution shares exactly the same feature
with method arg(S/B).
(ii) Algorithm [arg(S)-arg(B)] cyclic shift. With this phase unwrapping solution, phase
wrapping effect wouldn’t take place when the phase to measure is small. And
compared with method arg(S/B), superiority of this algorithms is that its effective
phase measuring range could be tuned in some degree for example to (-π+3, π+3],
thus it would find potential advantage under certain case because the effective
phase measuring range of method arg(S/B) is fixed to be (-π, π].
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